
Wireless Window/Door Contact with 
Energy Generator FTKE-rw

The wireless sensor can be taught-in into the following actuators and the Wireless Building Visualization and Control Software:  
F2L14, F4HK14, FGM, FHK14, FHK61, FMZ14, FMZ61, FSR71, FSB14, FSB61, FSB71, FSG14, FSG71, FSR14, FSR61, FSR71, FTN14, 
FTN61, FUD14, FUD71, FUTH65D, FZK14, FZK61

WEEE registration number DE 30298319 

Recommended retail prices excluding VAT.

Wireless window/door contact with energy generator 48x32x11,5mm, 
pure white. Also for monitoring of drawers and other mobile equipment. 
Generates the power for wireless telegrams itself when the lever is 
pressed, therefore there is no battery, no connecting wire and no standby 
loss. Fixing by gluing, screwing or with mounting brackets BW3. 
Smart Home sensor.
Generates the power for wireless telegrams itself when the lever is pressed, therefore there is 
no battery, no connecting wire and no standby loss.
A FTK wireless telegram is transmitted when the contact is opened or closed (like a closed or 
totally opened window with an Hoppe window handle).  
Fixing by gluing, screwing or with mounting brackets BW3. 
The scope of supply comprises a mounting bracket BW and two adhesive foils.
The 27mm long lever can be extended to 48mm by putting on the delivered extension part.
After window/door contacts FTKE are taught-in in switching actuators FSR14, it is possible 
to link up to 116 FTKEs. Please refer to the actuator operating instructions.
When a wireless window/door contact FTKE is taught-in in switching actuators FSB14, 
FSB61NP or FSB71, a lock-out protection is set up while the door is open and disables a 
Central Down command. Please refer to the actuator operating instructions.
After the window/door contacts FTKE are taught-in in switching actuators FHK14, FHK61, 
FZK14 or FZK61, heating and air-conditioning equipment are switched off when windows are 
opened. 
The wireless module integrated in the window/door contact can be taught-in encrypted as 
described in the operating instructions in all encryptable actuators of the Series 61 and 
Series 71 as well as the FAM14. This requires the wireless encryption plug FVST on page 
7-20. Encryptable actuators bear the pictogram .

FTKE-rw Wireless window/door contact, pure white EAN 4010312315231 58,40 €/pc.

FTKE-rw Wireless window/door contact with energy generator


